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Abstract

Bluetooth is widely recognized as an enabler for wireless short range communications.
Nevertheless there is still a lack of an analysis of failures that may occur on Bluetooth
wireless channels. To this aim, this technical report proposes a methodology and a related
software architecture to gather data about failures that may occur on Bluetooth enabled
devices. The data are gathered using several information sources, such as users, system
log files, and emulative applications.
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1 Rationale

Bluetooth [1] is a wireless short-range communication technology, nowadays widespread
used in commercial mobile appliances (smart and mobile phones, PDA). It represents an
economical way to implement both nomadic and ad-hoc mobile computing views.

The implementation of a communication infrastructure (a set of communication APIs)
over Bluetooth (BT) channels has to deal with failures that can occur during the utilization
of such channels. However, the design and validation of a highly available and reliable
wireless communication infrastructure can be undertaken only by knowing the nature and
distribution of failures that can occur during the actual utilization.

For this reason, the aim of this work is to gather Bluetooth failure information from
field data in order to analyze, classify, and model the failures that can affect a communica-
tion over real Bluetooth channels. As stated in [2], “there is no better way to understand
dependability characteristics of computer systems than by direct measurements and anal-
ysis”.
We are concerned in failures and errors as well, since application level observed failures
can result from Bluetooth failures acting as activated errors for applications. Furthermore,
since several Internet and middleware solutions utilize IP as networking solution, we are
mainly interested in the use of Bluetooth as the last meter data-link technology for IP
applications [3]. Thus, we will also investigate the PAN profile [4], which provides a mean
to use IP over Bluetooth trough encapsulation (BNEP - Bluetooth Network Encapsulation
Protocol [5]).

A logging system is proposed, capable of gathering and storing information about BT
failures. Such information is divided in two categories: i) user-level observed failures plus
the relative recovery and ii) system-level information contained in system log files. The log-
ging system can accept both the type of information and store it in a database. User-level
info are directly sent by users trough a user interface, whereas system-level information are
sent by appropriate daemon applications. Furthermore, in order to augment the volume of
gathered data, the system is enriched with emulative applications (BlueTest) emulating
the real use of a Bluetooth channel by potential real users. Such applications execute
in a testbed composed by real Bluetooth appliances, use them, and log failure related
information.

The analysis of the database allows the analysis and classification of BT failures, and
permits the definition of models for Bluetooth channel failures.

Classification enables a proper design of a reliable and available communication infras-
tructure, whereas models allow to validate a proposed design, via fault injection campaigns
and simulation.

The rest of the report is organized as follows. Following section describes the data
collection methodology in terms of data sources and collection process. Section 3 depicts
the overall architecture of the failure data collection system, whereas section 4 discusses
the design details of the collection software and describes the emulation workload. Finally,
section 5 outlines the installation notes of the data collection daemon to be installed on
users’ machines in order to collect system level failure data.
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2 Data Collection Methodology

2.1 Information sources

The field data are collected using three kinds of information sources:

• System level data (system log files): data concerning protocols involved in the Blue-
tooth protocol stack (HCI, BNEP, SDP, L2CAP/LMP) and OS data stored in the
Bluetooth appliances system logs are collected.

• User level data (users): a user is whoever BT user who is in charge of contact the
data repository whenever a failure is recognized as such. Since user-level data might
be unreliable, they are collected only as a support to interpret the ones collected by
system logs.

• Emulation: in order to augment the volume of the collected data, user level and
system level information are produced by using an emulative software, the BlueTest
(see section 4.2 for details). The BlueTest emulates a potential real Bluetooth user,
thus it produces user level information. Furthermore, it uses the Bluetooth protocol
stack, thus producing system level information. In this case, the produced user-level
data are reliable and significant.

2.2 Data Collection Process

We define three collection processes for the three considered kinds of data.
System level data are gathered from the system logs. Currently we assume to use

Linux OS, and in particular we are interested in distributions for either personal computer
(Mandrake, Debian, Fedora Core) or hand-held devices (Familiar). Future extensions
consider the use of Windows Pocket PC, Windows XP and Symbian operating systems.
As far as Linux-based systems are concerned, the system logs are managed by the syslogd.
In particular, we configure the syslogd so as to collect info data in the common Linux log
file (namely, messages) and errors data in another file (namely, error). Data from messages
and error files are gathered by our daemon, the LogAnalyzer, which: i) gather the data,
ii) filter the data, iii) coalesce the data, and iv) send the data to a central repository.
Filtering and coalescence are used in order to reduce the amount of data to be sent to
the central repository: only significant data are sent to the repository. See section 4.3 for
details.

User level data are manually sent by users. The process is straightforward and involves
the user authentication to the data repository and the compilation of a form via a web
application. The user have to specify the time of the failure, the error message/s and
erroneous behavior observed, the recovery action performed and the time of the recovery.

Emulative applications produce both system level and user level data. Data gathering
methodology is similar to the one used for system logs, except from the fact that data are
collected also from the file produced by emulative applications, containing user-level info.
See section 4.3 for details.

3 Data Collection System Architecture

Figure 1 shows the overall high-level data collection system architecture. Both data pro-
ducer nodes (emulation or not) and a consumer node (Log Server) are shown. An user
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Figure 1: Overall Data Collection System Architecture

can contact the Log Server by means of its Bluetooth Nodes or User Workstation Nodes.
A Bluetooth Node (BN) is whatever appliance (laptop, PC, smart phone, PDA, tablet

PC, PC) equipped with Bluetooth facilities and running a LogAnalyzer: the LogAnalyzer
is in charge of periodically extract data from the system log, filtering (discarding all the
not interesting data), coalescing and sending them to the Log Server Node, once the BN
is connected to the Internet (by means of wireless or wired channels). Data sending can
be triggered by the user or periodically performed by the LogAnalyzer, if the access to
the Internet is available. It is worth noting that a BN can be also a machine equipped
so as to work as a Bluetooth Access Point (AP). This way, we can also log our mobile
infrastructure APs activity.

A User Workstation Node (UWN), is whatever appliance equipped with a web browser
and an available access to the Internet. Trough a UWN, an user can contact the Log
Server and add a data item describing an occurred Bluetooth failure, in terms of time of
occurrence, observed failure, recovery action, and so on. The combined use of BN and
UWN allow our users to enrich our database with failure data. In particular, through the
BN, system-level data are collected and sent, whereas through the UWN, user-level data
are sent.

A Client Simulation Node (CSN) is a PC equipped with a Bluetooth interface, a
BlueTest client application and a LogAnalyzer. The BlueTest client application is in
charge of emulate the use of a Bluetooth channel by periodically create, use (sending
UDP/IP packets over Bluetooth) and destroy Bluetooth connections towards its counter-
part, the Server Simulation Node (SSN). The SSN is equipped as a Bluetooth AP and
run a BlueTest Server application, that accept connections from the client and act as
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Figure 2: Database Logical Scheme

an echo server for the emulated traffic of data on the wireless connection. The BlueTest

Client saves information about Bluetooth failure and relative recovery in a private log (the
TestLog). The information gathered by the BlueTest in its Test Log are similar to those
collected by users through the UWN; indeed BlueTest emulate a potential Bluetooth user.
The LogAnalyzer on a CSN is responsible of periodically extract information by both the
TestLog and the system log files, filter, coalesce and send them to the Log Server.

Finally, the Log Server Node (LSN) is the central repository of the collected data.
Three kind of servers are provided by the LSN. A web server for data collection from
users, a collection log server for data collection from LogAnalyzers and a DataBase Server,
accessing the database.

4 Design Details

4.1 Database logical scheme

We start from the DB description so as to clarify the structure of data we gather. Figure 2
depicts a simplified database logical scheme for the collected data. A particular flag (data
source) distinguishes collected data in two classes: i) US: User and System data, collected
from UWNs and BNs, and ii) EMU: EMUlation data, collected from CSNs and SSNs. Due
to the different nature of US and EMU data, this separation is needed. Indeed, for US
data, system level data are the most significant, whereas, due to their unreliable nature,
the related user level data can only help system level data analysis and interpretation.
On the contrary, EMU user level data are reliable and significant (they are generated
from emulation applications that exactly know what happen during the communication),
whereas the associated system level data can help in the system level interpretation of
user level data. As a secondary effect of this separation, EMU data allow to understand
how system level registered failures are observed and described by users. For example, if
a broken link failure observed at system level always implies an ”unreachable destination”
message at user level, we can assume that reliable users might have observed and sent this
kind of message in the case of a system-level broken link failure.

As figure 2 shows, system level data table contains typical system log entry informa-
tion (plus the name of the host machine being used, the data source flag and the Tuple
ID) both of US and EMU type. The Tuple ID field is used in order to implement tu-
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pling algorithms [6]: multiple system log entries are grouped in a unique logical entity, a
tuple. Indeed multiple entries can be related to the same event, and this is particularly
true in the case of errors. This way, a group of entries can represent a single event (see
section 4.3.2 for details). On the other hand, user level data table contains typical user ob-
served information, that is operator name, time of failure, error message (the error message
displayed), during (during the connection establishment, the connection or the disconnec-
tion), recovery action, time of recovery, responsibility (OS, system software, application
software, third party software, Bluetooth stack) and Bluetooth connection type (L2CAP
ACL, L2CAP SCO, PAN, RFCOMM). The source flag and the host machine name are
automatically sent by LogAnalyzers. A particular operator name is the symbolic name of
a BlueTest (e.g. BlueTest 1, BlueTest n). indeed also EMU user level data are stored in
the user level data table (with the source flag equals to EMU).

User level data describe BT failures observed by users (real or emulated one). The
analysis of time of failure and time of recovery fields allows to measure the MTTF and
the MTTR of BT failures. Failure classification can be performed by analyzing i) the type
of the connection, ii) the responsibility (this field allows to distinguish BT failure from
others), iii) the recovery action, and iv) the related system level data entry (in a time
interval [time of failure −∆T, time of repair +∆T ] ). However, due to its unreliability,
user level data from users (US user level data) have to be manually filtered and related to
corresponding system level data, before to be used in the analysis.

4.2 BlueTest

Data collection uses BlueTest applications to augment the gathered data. BlueTest is
an emulative software that basically emulates the utilization of a BT channel, based upon
different workload profiles, randomly chosen at runtime. Since we are concerned with the
utilization of Bluetooth as a last meter technology for Internet access, the profiles aim to
emulate Internet traffic and all the setup operations that need to be done to establish a
Personal Area Network (PAN) over Bluetooth, via BNEP. Future work will be devoted to
extend our workload by considering other typical Bluetooth applications, such as devices
synchronization (via OBEX over RFCOMM) and voice communication trough Bluetooth
headsets.

The common operations which are performed when accessing the Internet are the
following:

• Scan for other BT devices;

• BT Service Discovery Protocol (SDP) search for the Network Access Point (NAP)
service;

• L2CAP Connection via LMP;

• Switch the role from master to slave (optional);

• Create the IP abstraction via BNEP;

• Send and Receive IP packets;

• Disconnect the device from the NAP.
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Figure 3: BlueTest client statechart diagram

The emulation testbed consists of n CSN connected to n SSN through an AP. Every CSN
has its BT interface and runs one BlueTest client each, whereas the SSNs are located onto
the fixed network and are reachable through the AP, implementing the common nomadic
computing scenario in which mobile applications use services provided by fixed servers.
It is noteworthy that figure 1 shows the simplest scenario of one CSN connected to one
SSN that act also as AP, for simplicity purposes. A server for each client is used, since
the normal situation is that each mobile node uses its own services. In this way, we also
avoid interferences in the data production due to the utilization of the same server for all
the clients (if the server fails, all the CSN fails, and this is not representative of a real
utilization scenario).

The BlueTest server is a simple UDP echo server that is in charge of accepting data
sent from its client and reply to them. Each error in the communication is logged in the
system log of the SSN. The BlueTest client is the application that emulates a potential BT
user. For this reason it produces a particular log, the TestLog, containing the information
that are commonly observable and producible by users. Figure 3 shows an high level
statechart diagram depicting the BlueTest client behavior. As the statechart points out,
if no error occurs, the client periodically evolves from the state scanning to the state
wait. A correct scanning and connection produces the transition to the use state in which
the channel is actually used with data sending/receiving to/from the BlueTest server.
Finally, after the utilization has successfully finished, the client disconnect itself (state
disconnection), waits for a random time (state wait), than return in the connection state.
This kind of behavior allow us to understand in which phase an error occur, that is during
the scanning, the connection establishment, the utilization or the disconnection.

If failures occur in one of the phases mentioned above, the client transits in the state
recovery in which recovery attempts are undertaken. With respect to the warning level

(WL) variable status, different recovery attempts are tried. The WL is defined as the
number of consecutive transitions from the states scanning, connection, use or disconnec-

tion to the recovery state, that is, if a cycle from scanning to scanning does not produce
errors, WL is equal to 0, otherwise, each time the cycle is interrupted, WL is incremented.
Recovery actions with respect to WL are listed below:

• BT channel destruction/creation (WL=1): the first recovery attempt that is made
is the destruction and subsequent creation of the BT channel. If this action recovers
successfully, then we can argue that a BT link error has occurred, hence shadowing
problems are responsible of the failure. The kind of error observed allow us to
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understand which kind of connection have been being used, i.e. L2CAP or BNEP;

• BT stack reset (WL=2): if the previous recovery attempt does not recovery from
the error, then a BT stack reset is tried. A successful recovery allow us to argue that
the BT stack is responsible of the problem.

• BlueTest client restart (WL=3): if neither BT channel destruction/creation nor BT
stack reset actions produce successful recovery, then the BlueTest client application
is restarted. If the recovery has effect, then the application is responsible of the
failure.

• System reboot (WL = 4): the final attempt that has been made is the system reboot.
A good behavior after a reboot allow us to state that OS was responsible of the failure
(in this case, the system log can help to understand what happened). However, if
the application continue to fails (and reboot continuously), then AP or BlueTest

server failures may be the cause of the problem. This hypothesis can be confirmed
by referring to the AP and BlueTest server system logs.

The BlueTest client logs its behavior in the TestLog file. Three kinds of entry are con-
sidered: i) INFO: containing general information (connection establishment, data send-
ing/receiving, ...) and the recovery attempt being made, ii) EXCEPTION: containing all
the data relate to an exception, that is the error observed and the state in which the excep-
tion happen (connection, use and disconnection), allowing the compilation of the during

field, iii) RECOVERY: a recovery entry is written when the normal behavior is established
after an exception; this entry contains the recovery action that have been made, the re-
sponsibility and the type of connection. Obviously, every entry contains the related date
and time. Since recovery attempts are registered as INFO entries, only the final recovery
action is registered as RECOVERY. Thus, the couple of an EXCEPTION entry followed
by the first consecutive RECOVERY entry, allow us to completely describe a failure as
observed by a potential user, and then to fill all the fields of a User Level Data tuple of
the Database.

4.2.1 Workload Profiles

The BlueTest workload can be configured according to several parameters, so as to em-
ulate different channel utilization behaviors. The set of parameters characterizing the
workload is defined as a workload profile. A different workload profile is randomly cho-
sen each emulation cycle, by randomly select values for its parameters. The parameters
defining a workload profile are listed in the following:

• S - Scan operation flag: the value of the flag cause the scanning step to be executed or
not. Indeed, the scanning operation is not always performed when a device attempt
to connect to another device. The value of the flag is randomly chosen according to
a Bernoulli distribution, which parameter is the scanning probability;

• B - Baseband ACL packets’ type: a Bluetooth Baseband ACL packet may have
different sizes with or without FEC and CRC. Since different applications can choose
different ACL packets, on the basis of their requirements, the packet type is also
randomly chosen according to a binomial distribution;
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• N - Number of IP packets to be sent/received: this parameter, along with the fol-
lowing two, models the volume of data being sent each emulation cycle. Its value is
chosen using an uniform distribution between a minimum and a maximum number
of packets;

• LS - Average length of sent packets: the length of each packet being sent during
channel utilization is chosen according a uniform distribution, which average value
is randomly determined each emulation cycle using another uniform distribution;

• LR - Average length of received packets: this parameter has the same meaning of
the previous one, except from the fact that it is related to received packet size. Fur-
thermore, all the above mentioned parameters are determined by BlueTest clients,
whereas LR is determined by the BlueTest server.

Different parameters values model different application’s behaviors. For instance, if (S, B,
N, LS, LR) = (1, DH5, 100, small, big), the modeled behavior is related to an application
that does scanning, uses big ACL packets (DH5), sends/receives few packets and which
received packets are bigger than sent packets. Hence, the resulting workload profile may
model a short web browsing session. Another example may be (S, B, N, LS, LR) = (0,
DM1, 10000, big, small) that may model the file transfer of a big file, without scanning.
A more pragmatic approach involves to perform experiments on the field to determine
typical values of some of the above mentioned parameters (e.g. packet dimensions and
type). This way the real distribution of LR, LS and B can be identified when using the
channel with real applications, such as web browsing, file transfer, messaging, and remote
shell.

4.3 LogAnalyzer

Figure 4 depicts the LogAnalyzer behavior. As the figure shows, the LogAnalyzer per-
forms its operations periodically (e.g. hourly). Then its activity encompasses four phases:
i) extract data from logs, ii) filter the gathered data, iii) coalesce the data, and iv) send
them to the Collection Log Server. Finally it returns in the asleep state. Data filtering al-
lows to eliminate not significant data, whereas data coalescing allows to remove redundant
data. These two steps reduce the volume of data to be sent to the Collection Log Server,
so as to reduce network utilization, reduce the wasted CPU time due to data sending, and
reduce database dimension.

The following sections explain first the different kinds of source log files on which
LogAnalyzers have to operate, then the data collection process adopted, that is filtering
and coalescing strategies.
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4.3.1 On the Source Log Files

The Data Collection System collects data from several sources using several LogAnalyzers.
Each LogAnalyzer operate on a different log file, that can be a system log file or a TestLog
file.

As far as system logs are concerned, the syslogd daemon allow to organize the system
logs in several files containing information at different level of importance, which are the
following: 1) emergency, 2) alert, 3) critical, 4) error, 5) warning, 6) notice, 7) info, and
8) debug. Syslogd configuration is done by editing the syslog.conf file. This file contains
the list of system log files that will be created and in which applications can write. Every
specified file belongs to a certain level of importance, and will contain the messages of the
specified level of importance and above. In other words, a specified log file of level X will
contain log entry from the level 1 to X. Indeed a debug log file will contain all the kind of
information, whereas an emergency log file will contain only panic information.

For our purposes, we use the syslogd functionalities so as to produce in every observed
host machine (BN, CSN and SSN) two kinds of log files:

• InfoLog: a info log file (importance level: 7), that is it contains all messages which
level of importance goes from 1 to 7.

• ErrLog: a error log file (importance level: 4). The ErrLog file allows to automatically
distinguish error, critical, alert and emergency messages from the other ones.

To summarize, LogAnalyzers gather data from InfoLog, ErrLog and TestLog files. Thus,
they operate on different kinds of log files. Furthermore, InfoLog and ErrLog files may
contain different entries from a machine to another (different machines may have different
OS version installed, different hardware components and different software services and
applications). Hence LogAnalyzers operate on heterogeneous kinds of files.

4.3.2 On the Data Collection Process

Despite the log file heterogeneity explained in the previous section, the proposed filtering
and coalescing solution is general enough to be easily adopted on every kind of log with a
minimal programming and/or configuration effort.

As far as filtering is concerned, we use two filtering strategies: blacklist and whitelist
filtering strategies. The blacklist is a list of all the words that have to be filtered, that
is a log entry containing whatever word in the blacklist is rejected. On the contrary,
the whitelist is the list of the allowed words, that is only log entries having words in the
whitelist are not rejected. Obviously, the two proposed strategies are mutually exclusive.
The blacklist and the whitelist are stored in a configuration file so as to manually configure
and tailor the filtering strategies.

As for coalescence, we decide to use both a content-based strategy for grouping multiple
entries in a few entries with respect to their content and a tupling strategy (temporal
coalescence) to classify multiple entries as a unique logical entity (a tuple).

The first kind of strategy (content-based) allows to collect only the significant data,
eliminating all the information that are not necessary. For data reduction purposes, the
filtering step provides a first reduction. A further reduction can be obtained by grouping
(coalescing) log entries relative to the same event, i.e. entries relative to the system boot
procedure. Indeed, a boot procedure is made of several log entries, that are not useful.
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The only useful information is that a boot has been performed with the related occurred
errors. Errors can be obtained from the ErrLog (e.g., if a boot starts at the time X and
ends at the time Y, all the entries in the ErrLog within X and Y are errors related to the
boot procedure). As for the boot procedure, all the entries can be collapsed in two entries:
start boot and end boot. The presence of this two entries allow us to know that a boot
procedure has been performed.

To summarize, log entries related to the same event can be coalesced in a few entries.
This task is performed by the LogAnalyzer trough a pattern matching algorithm. We
define a Start/Stop Pattern (S/S), used to coalesce a group of entries related to the same
event in two entries: start event and end event. A S/S pattern is described by two
sequences of entries: the start and the stop sequences. The start sequence is a sequence of
entries (only the process and message part) that uniquely identify the pattern beginning.
Analogously the stop sequence uniquely identify the pattern end. The first entry of the
start sequence is called S/S front. To exemplify, start and stop sequences for a system
boot of a Mandrake Linux 9.1 distribution are reported:

START SEQUENCE (BOOT):

syslogd 1.4.1: restart.

kernel: klogd 1.4.1, log source = /proc/kmsg started.

kernel: Inspecting /boot/System.map-2.4.21-0.13mdk

kernel: Checking if partitions have enough free space:

STOP SEQUENCE (BOOT):

lisa: Starting lisa: succeeded

rc: Starting kheader: succeeded

The line syslogd 1.4.1: restart is the boot S/S front; lisa and kheader are the
last loaded services in the boot, hence they are used as stop sequence.

The second kind of strategy (tupling) is not useful for data reduction purposes, but
allows to group multiple entries in a unique logical unit, a tuple. This strategy is partic-
ularly interesting for the ErrLog analysis. Indeed, when an error happens, multiple log
entries are written as a burst within the same time interval on the ErrLog. These entries
are all related to the same event, the occurred error. Let us to represent with Xi the i-th
entry in the log, and with t(Xi) the timestamp of the entry Xi. The temporal coalescence
algorithm, respects the following rule:

IF t(Xi+1)− t(Xi) < W THEN

Add Xi+1 to the tuple

where W is a configurable time window. Hence the algorithm (the W size) can be
tuned with respect to quantitative parameters, e.g. the mean tuple dimension. Entries
belonging to the same tuple are identified with a tuple ID, which is unique in every machine
(two different machine can generate the same tuple ID, but the host information allows
to discriminate two different tuples on the Data Base). After the temporal coalescence
phase, every entry in the log is associated with a tuple ID, and this information is sent
to the Collection LogAnalyzer and stored on the Data Base along with the entries (see
section 4.1).

To summarize, the LogAnalyzer coalescence algorithm searches the defined (by con-
figuration) start/stop patterns in the log and coalesce them as described early, then the
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tupling strategy is applied. The algorithm’s input is the filtered log file, whereas the pro-
duced output is a file with the coalesced and tupled entries those content has to be sent
to the Collection LogAnalyzer.

The whole LogAnalyzer can be configured by describing the black or white lists, the
start/stop patterns one is interested to and by assigning a value to the window W . Fur-
thermore, some step can be completely avoided (e.g. the filtering, or the S/S coalescence
or the tupling).

The outlined LogAnalyzer can work on every kind of log file, can filter the file whit
respect to the blacklist and whitelist, and can coalesce it whit respect to the defined S/S
patterns and the temporal window. Different filtering and coalescing strategies can be
applied to different log files belonging to different nodes, as explained in the following:

• The InfoLog of a user’s BN can be filtered whit a whitelist (including only the entries
related to Bluetooth). No coalescence can be applied;

• The ErrLog of a user’s BN cannot be filtered (we cannot exclude any error) and can
be coalesced with the tupling strategy. The same behavior can be applied on the
ErrLogs of an AP and of CSN and SSN nodes, that is to all the ErrLog files.

• The InfoLog of a CSN can be filtered whit a blacklist (excluding the information we
are not interested in) and coalesced whit a S/S pattern strategy;

• The TestLog (on the CSNs) can be filtered whit a blacklist and coalesced whit a
S/S pattern strategy.

The LogAnalyzer is thus a configurable software that can be tuned on the basis on the
type of the log we are going to collect data from.

4.3.3 On the Data Sending to the Collection Log Server

Once a log file has been filtered and coalesced, the resulting content has to be sent to the
Collection Log Server. The Collection Log Server has the only responsibility of waiting for
incoming data from the LogAnalyzers and, once a data arrives, it has to write it on the
database. Two kinds of data can be sent to the Collection Log Server: system level data,
that is, entries from filleted and coalesced log files (from BNs, CSN and SSNs) and user
level data from emulation, that is entries resulting from the filtering and coalescence of the
TestLog Files (from CSNs). The former has to be written in the System Level Data table
of the database; the latter has to be written in the User Level Data table of the database.
In both the cases, the Collection Log Server has to control that the host (and the user in the
case of user level data) is one of the hosts memorized in the Host table. Hence, the hosts
we consider for collection purposes has to be preventively registered (by an administrator)
on the database in order to be considered as a part of the collection system. The entries
can be sent by the LogAnalyzer itself at the end of the filtering and coalescing phases (as
shown in figure 4) or can be sent by another application (we call it EntrySender) that has
the only responsibility of take the filtered and coalesced file produced by the LogAnalyzer
and send it, entry by entry, to the Collection Log Server. The second solution has two
advantages: first it leaves the LogAnalyzer to do only the filtering and coalescing steps
without worrying about problems that can occur in data sending. For example, on a BN,
if the device is not connected at the moment of the data sending, the LogAnalyzer has to
remember that some ready data cannot have been sent. Whit the second solution, is the
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Figure 5: Data filtering, coalescing and sending via the LogAnalyzer and the EntrySender

int hci_send_req(int dd, ...)
{

... 
len = sizeof(of);
if (getsockopt(dd, SOL_HCI,...)

< 0)
return -1;

...

int hci_send_req(int dd, ...)
{

... 
len = sizeof(of);
if (getsockopt(dd, SOL_HCI,...) 

< 0) {
syslog(LOG_ERR, “error");
return -1;

}
...

modification

Figure 6: An example of modification of the BlueZ source code in order to be more verbose
on system logs

EntrySender that take into account these problems, leaving the LogAnalyzer to do only
its work. Second, whit the EntrySender, the data sending process can be triggered by
the user when he knows that a connection is available. By this way, only a data sending
procedure is undertaken by the EntrySender that sends only the ready data produced
by the LogAnalyzer so far. On the contrary, with the first solution, the user would have
triggered the whole filtering, coalescing and sending procedure. For these reasons, we have
adopted the second solution.

Figure 5 summarizes the whole process, whit respect to the utilization of the solution
whit the EntrySender. As the figure shows, the whole process is triggered periodically,
whereas the only data sending can also be triggered by a user.

4.3.4 The modified BlueZ stack

The BlueZ protocol stack is the official Linux Bluetooth protocol stack. In order to get
more insights about the causes of failures, we modified the BlueZ stack in order to be
more expressive on system log files when an error occur. No changes have been made to
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the BlueZ functionalities, in fact only the code necessary to write error information on
system log files has been added wherever necessary. Figure 6 shows an example of such
modification. By this way, the LogAnalyzer is able to gather more system level data
related to errors in Bluetooth protocols. Hence, in addiction to our components, that is
the LogAnalyzer and the EntrySender, also the modified BlueZ stack has to be installed
on every BN, CSN and SSN.

5 Installation Notes

All the information needed to obtain and install the modified BlueZ stack (see section
4.3.4), the LogAnalyzer, and the EntrySender, can be found on line at:

http://www.mobilab.unina.it/HowTOBTDEPEND.htm

The same information is reported in the following. The first necessary step is to obtain
the tar.gz archive containing the source code of the Collection system and the modified
BlueZ source code. To do this, it is necessary to send an e-mail to Dr. Domenico Cotroneo
(cotroneo@unina.it), indicating the name of the machine’s user and the name of the
target machine.

System requirements are the following:

• Linux OS;

• Java Runtime Environment or Java Development Kit 1.4 or newer;

• Root privileges.

Prior to start to install the software, it is needed to check the following:

1. to have root privileges;

2. to have the java virtual machine program (java) installed on the target machine
(which means that either a link for java VM program is present in the /bin directory
or the PATH environment variable contains the bin directory of the java runtime
environment);

3. to have the syslogd daemon running on the target machine (to check this is sufficient
to type the ps aux command). If it is not running, it can be run with the command
syslogd.

Once checked the previous requirements, the following steps have to be performed:

• Decompress the obtained tar.gz archive with the command:
tar zxvf BTFailureCollection.tar.gz;

• In the BlueGatherer directory, type make and then make install.

For the sake of clarity, the make install command performs the following operations
on the target machine: i) installs the modified BlueZ libraries and tools; ii) installs the
LogAnalyzer in the /opt/logd directory; iii) installs the EntrySender in the /opt/logd

directory; iv) configures and restarts the syslogd daemon; and v) configures the crond

daemon in order to launch the LogAnalyzer and EntrySender on a hourly basis.
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